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This new Chicken Soup book offers a heartwarming and uplifting collection of stories that celebrate

the lifelong bond of sisterhood. Whether they share this special connection with someone through

genetics or the heart, only a sister can understand the complex, deep and dynamic relationship they

share with loved ones as they journey together through the stages of life.  For younger sisters who

look up to an older one, older siblings who tolerate a younger sister tagging along, or the brother

who knows full well that girls can wrestle as well as any boy can, this book celebrates the sisters in

our lives. It conveys how sisters influence us during life's most defining moments: helping us face

the schoolyard bully; providing wise counsel during our first crush and subsequent comfort after the

breakup; and refusing to reveal intimate secrets to parents or friends.  With real-life stories from

celebrities and everyday sisters-next-door, chapters include: On Love, Insights and Lessons, Sibling

Rivalry, Overcoming Obstacles, The Bond Between Sisters, Sisters by Heart, On Family (Brothers,

Too!), and Special Memories and Traditions. While they may not live under the same roof, act in the

same manner or even get along without an occasional spat, nothing creates a more special and

lasting bond than sisterhood. Now there's a book to celebrate that bond.
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Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Patty and Nancy Mitchell and Heather and Kathy McNamara

have teamed up to write Chicken Soup for the Sister's Soul: Inspirational Stories About Sisters and

Their Changing Relationships, focusing on female siblings and their complicated, emotional

relationships with each other. This collection of 100 first-person essays, many taken from books and



other previously published material, chronicle the laughs, joys and heartaches of the unique sister

relationship. Readers who have sisters whether by blood or as "Sisters by Heart" friends, to which a

section of this book is devoted will move through the gamut of emotions when they consume this

latest Chicken Soup helping. Some stories, such as "How to Torture Your Sister," are funny and

lighthearted, reminiscing about silly childhood fights and taunts. Others are heartbreaking narratives

about sisters who have died, and are sure to move readers. Copyright 2002 Reed Business

Information, Inc.

Patty Mitchell Aubery and Nancy Mitchell Autio are sisters and the coauthors of Chicken Soup for

the Christian Soul, Chicken Soup for the Christian Family Soul and Chicken Soup for the Surviving

Soul.Katy and Heather McNamara are sisters; Heather is the coauthor of Chicken Soup for the

Unsinkable Soul.Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen, the #1 New York Times and USA Today

bestselling authors, have dedicated their lives to enhancing the personal and professional lives of

others.Mark Victor

so so book looked well used,should have bought the brand new one

I bought this book with the intention of giving it to my sister when I asked her to be my maid of honor

at my wedding. I had forgotten that I already bought this book for her (I kept this copy for me). I

marked a touching story in the book having to do with a wedding. She didn't get the meaning behind

it, but it made her cry anyways and the best part is that she said yes!

I bought the book for my 3 sisters and me. I gave them to my sisters for Christmas and asked them

to let me know when they read certain stories that reminded them of things they remember. I

haven't heard from them yet, but I know I will, as all 4 of us are close at heart though miles apart.

They all agreed it was a perfect gift.

I ordered this book for my sister, as a gift and she loved it! It contains very heartwarming stories and

some you can relate to. It was very affordable and made my sister happy.

I miss my sister.

5 stars=awesome!Loved every page, makes you appreciate your sister and reminds you of days



gone by...i am so happy I got this book. I love my sister too..

Love the series

Great book, can't wait til my sister gets the book from me.She'll love it too! Wonderful stories to

remind us of the beautiful people in our lives and how lucky we are to have a sister/brother.
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